Juggling Event Competition Format
& Player’s Instructions

NOTE: Video illustrations for the event are available at:
https://fortlowellshootout.org/soccer-olympics/

1. Juggling events take place at Juggling Venue immediately inside the Quad entrance at Kino Sports Complex South. See area map at entrance to fields or entrance to Quad for location of Juggling Events.

2. There are 6 different Juggling venues on Friday night (3-4 on Saturday night). Make sure you know which venue and what time your event takes place prior to arriving at the park.

3. Each Juggler, one competitor from each team, opposes all other Jugglers in their bracket.

4. Each player is allowed 30 seconds (U9, U10, U11 and U12) or 45 seconds (U14, U15 and U16) to demonstrate juggling proficiency.

5. The judges will observe and evaluate each player’s performance on a scale of 1-10 and winner will be determined by total score of all judges.

6. Contestants must use ball provided by the Tournament.

7. Performance is based on continuous juggling, agility and the use of various parts of the body in controlling the ball. Tie-breakers will be determined by head-to-head competition and decision of Judges. Judges decisions are final.

8. Player may allow the ball to bounce on the ground and may restart if losing control of the ball, but the timer will continue to run the clock.

9. After all contestants in the bracket have competed, the Judges will decide the first and second place finishers and clearly circle and mark 1st and 2nd place winners on score sheet.

10. Runners will hand carry score sheet and escort the winning players (first and second places) back to the Juggling Check-In entrance tent after each competition.

11. Be sure to have the Juggler to the event 15 MINUTES prior to the scheduled time.

12. Because all Soccer Olympics events are running simultaneously, late arrivals to any heat cannot be rescheduled regardless of the schedules of the other events.
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Volunteers report here after check-in at Volunteers Tent at Stadium Field entrance between Gates A&B

Juggling Volunteers check in at Volunteer Tent at Stadium Field entrance between Gates A&B first (by 6:30 Friday, by...